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THROUGH THE DISCOVERIES OF NEUROSCIENCE, WE

HAVE MOVED BEYOND THE INTUITIVE KNOWLEDGE OF HOW AND WHEN

LEARNING OCCURS TO A DEMONSTRATED SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

OF THE LEARNING PROCESS ITSELF. “Neuroscience is providing much information on the brain and its processes but, for all
intents and purposes, that information does not exist if we as teachers do not become
aware of it and don’t use it in our explorations to improve the educative process.”1

THIS CALL FROM ONE OF THE MOST RESPECTED INTERPRETERS OF BRAIN
research for the field of education underlines our responsibility as educators to
use the current findings of neuroscience to inform our practice. As recently as 30
years ago the brain, like other organs, could only be studied through autopsy
and then, typically, studies focused on abnormalities which had been signalled
by aberrant behaviour when the person was alive. In the past three decades,
however, technology has advanced to the point where we can use imaging tools
to observe and map brain functioning even as the subject is engaged in a cogni-
tive task, allowing for the study of normal and active brains. It is this research
that is causing a revolution in our understanding of the educative process.
Through the discoveries of neuroscience, we have moved beyond the intuitive
knowledge of how and when learning occurs to a demonstrated scientific
understanding of the learning process itself. These new understandings have a
two-fold appeal to educators: they allow us to design better, research-based
teaching practices, and they help us defend some of the practices and policies we
have known from experience to be educationally sound, without knowing why.

So, what do we know from brain research and what does it mean for our
teaching practice?

We know that, just as most cells in the human body have specialized func-
tions, specialized cells in the brain – neurons – have the function of receiving
and transmitting information. The brain receives information from the outside
through the senses, then puts these sensory signals through an initial sifting and
sorting phase within the amygdala to interpret incoming messages and design
an appropriate response. At the level of the cell, scientists can trace the electro-
chemical reaction by which neurons communicate and connect with one anoth-
er, releasing chemicals called neurotransmitters to bridge the gaps between
some of the hundreds of billions of neurons. These chemicals – some of which
are excitatory, others of which are inhibitory – are responsible for all human
behaviour. All that we know, all that we are, comes from the way our neurons
are connected. As Restak points out, “Networking is a fundamental operating
principle of the human brain. All knowledge within the brain is based on net-
working. Thus any one piece of information can be linked with any other.”2

The brain has no knowledge until connections are made between neurons.
Given this scientific definition of learning – the building and strengthening of
connections between brain cells – effective teaching becomes a question of cre-
ating the conditions in which our students can build those connections. Simply
stated, if there are no connections, there is no learning. The more complex and
interconnected our network of neurons, the more we know, and the more we
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have the potential to know. Brain research, when translat-
ed into learning theory, supports a constructivist theory.
Students literally construct meaning – or learn – by con-
structing networks of neurons. 

What, then, are the conditions under which these con-
nections can best be made?

SURVIVAL OR LEARNING?
I have asked hundreds of teachers what they believe to be
the brain’s main function. Instinctively, they reply that the
brain’s function is “learning.” Truth is, the answer to the
question is that the brain is primarily concerned with sur-
vival. Teachers were not completely incorrect in their
response however, since in the context of our complex soci-
ety, learning is inextricably linked to survival. Just as for
other animals, for human beings survival means, first and
foremost, having our basic physiological needs met. How-
ever, because of our sophisticated development and the
fact that we are social beings, survival extends far beyond
attending to our basic needs and includes the need for per-
sonal meaning and satisfaction. 

Survival in modern society requires the development of
complex skills like the ability to communicate and develop
interpersonal relations, the development of literacy and
numeracy skills and the ability to use technology. Further-
more, neuroscience has confirmed that optimum learning
for human beings takes place in a social context; students
learn best when they are interacting not only with the
material to be learned, but with each other as well. This
social context can be a double-edged sword. Although we
know that interaction and learning go together in a positive
way, think of the complexities of the adolescent culture and
the social minefield of the junior high classroom. Rather
than focusing on learning, many middle school students
are just surviving the challenges of being accepted, keeping
pace with ever-changing norms that threaten their sense of
social security. Teachers need to understand the distinction
between being in “survival mode”, when one feels threat-
ened, and being in “learning mode”, when one is in a zone
of security and can turn one’s attention to the task at hand.
In survival mode, the brain is reactive, focusing on self-pro-
tection rather than forming new connections. In learning
mode, it is laying down the networks and connecting the
neurons that construct new knowledge.

The whole concept of survival mode versus learning
mode and the social context of the classroom have critical
implications for learning. Eric Jensen, author of numerous
books on brain-based learning, frequently points out that
students can be either in survival mode or in learning mode,
but they cannot be in both – unless the learning is linked to
survival, for example the immigrant student in the ESL class.

This observation has significant implications for teach-
ers. First and foremost, it reminds them to keep a fine bal-
ance, with sufficient challenge to provide stimulation to
learners, but not so much as to pose a threat, pushing them
into survival mode. As teachers we need to constantly ask
ourselves: Is my classroom a learning zone or is it a survival
zone? Of course there may be some rare circumstances in
which we all find ourselves in survival mode – a real phys-
ical danger such as a fire, for example. However, even
under “normal” circumstances some students will tend to
downshift into survival mode. It happens for some during

unstructured times, for others when they are called on to
perform – a presentation in front of the class, or reading
aloud, for example. Whatever the trigger, when such con-
ditions occur, the student’s response is physiologically the
same as the animal in the wild who perceives a threat: the
brain sends signals to the rest of the body to respond in a
way that will be self-preserving and protective. In class, that
may manifest itself in attention-seeking behaviour, or the
opposite, withdrawal, or even in absenteeism. The teacher
who is aware of what is happening and knows the science
behind the signs is better prepared to adapt the circum-
stance so that those affected can move into learning mode.
It means removing threat, whether real or perceived.

MAKING CONNECTIONS
Assuming that there is no immediate threat, the teacher
still has the task of engaging the learner. We know through
brain research that the brain responds to novelty. This
makes perfect sense in the animal kingdom, since even a
minute change in the environment could signal a threat. In
the classroom it can also work to our advantage by giving
us a way of getting students’ attention. However, although
the occasional “and now for something completely different”
can be refreshing for both the students and the teacher,
novelty should not be our main way of getting students’
attention. By definition, novelty is fleeting, and it is not 
possible to sustain this technique as an ongoing method of
engaging learners, i.e. something different each class, every
class. While this sounds obvious to more experienced
teachers, it is a pitfall for beginning teachers who will
quickly run out of tricks and set themselves up as enter-
tainers rather than educators.

While we know that students respond to novelty, we
also know that the brain is a pattern seeker. This may
explain why very young children find routines comforting
and are often resistant to changes in scheduling or daily
plans. Ask any kindergarten teacher and he or she will cer-
tainly have stories about students who cope badly with
things like school assemblies, which disrupt the pattern
and rhythm of the day. Routine becomes synonymous with
safety – survival again!

Because learning is making and strengthening neuronal
connections, learners will seek to hook any new informa-
tion to that which is already known. “Meaning”, which we
might call relevance, is one of the two factors that most
influence student engagement in learning. As teachers this
means we should plan our lessons in such a way that we
consciously build bridges for students to make “meaning-
ful” links from context to curriculum. To get an idea of what
this might this look like in a classroom, let’s take an example.
Imagine that you are the teacher and the object of your les-
son is to have students learn about Japan. You might have
students locate Japan on a map, read about its history, pop-
ular culture or economy, or perhaps watch a film. While
there is nothing wrong with any of these activities, there is
nothing intrinsically brain-compatible about them either. If
you were consciously planning to make a link with the
known experience of children you could begin by asking
questions such as: Whose parents or which teachers drive
Toyotas or Hondas? Who knows of someone with a Nikon
or Canon camera? Have you ever heard of Pokemon or
played Nintendo? Have you ever eaten sushi? Are any of
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your friends, neighbours (or classmates) Japanese? These
simple triggers will prompt students to make links from the
content to be taught to the reality of their lived experiences.

And what if there were no lived experience with which
to link? Then we can take advantage of the second biggest
influence on learning – emotion. We can do this by creat-
ing an experience with our students. In fact, we could use a
number of brain-compatible approaches. A teacher arriv-
ing in class wearing a kimono or a martial arts uniform
could certainly capitalize on novelty. From there, any num-
ber of activities could engage students emotionally. Imag-
ine a student trying sushi for the first time, or having a koi
fish in the classroom or school aquarium and learning that
it could live to be over a hundred years old! Think of plan-
ning a virtual class trip to Japan and all that could be
learned about the country through that simulated experi-
ence – language, currency, time zone, geography. Of course
the ultimate brain-compatible learning experience would
be to actually take the trip!

To effectively apply brain research, then, teachers must 
•be aware that learners in survival mode cannot be in

learning mode; 
•remember that learning is social behaviour;
•make connections to students’ real experience; and
•take advantage of the power of positive emotional expe-

rience. 
For illustrative purposes I used the example of a teacher

planning lessons about Japan. One could adopt a similar
approach to teaching about snakes or Shakespeare or
quadratic equations. In the many workshops I have con-
ducted with teachers, I challenge them to randomly take
any topic and to plan a brain-compatible lesson which

takes advantage of meaning and emotion and which can be
taught given the resources at their disposal. I have yet to
find a subject for which they could not do that!

Those who have become expert in studying the science
of learning and translating it into teaching practice have
identified strategies that match how the brain learns best.
Reflective teachers could do the same by thinking back on
experience and identifying those moments when they
knew students were learning. Almost certainly they will
recognize those moments as times when either a survival
need was being met or meaning or emotion were involved.
Some of those moments might be when students were
engaged in experiential learning, field trips, simulations,
role plays, storytelling, or any activity which allowed for
social and group interaction. 

CONCLUSION
While this article has focused on the implications of brain
research for lesson design and good teaching practice,

EN BREF Grâce aux découvertes de la neuroscience, nous sommes passés
d’une connaissance intuitive à une compréhension scientifique éprouvée du
processus d’apprentissage. Aujourd’hui, la recherche définit l’apprentissage
comme étant la création et le renforcement de liens entre les cellules du
cerveau. Les experts du domaine de la science de l’apprentissage et de son
application dans la pratique ont identifié des stratégies d’apprentissage qui
sont mieux adaptées au fonctionnement de notre cerveau. Selon eux, les con-
ditions d’apprentissage sont plus propices quand l’enseignant garde à l’esprit
le fait qu’un apprenant qui se sent menacé fonctionne en « mode survie »
plutôt qu’en « mode apprentissage ». Apprendre est avant tout un comporte-
ment social. Les élèves apprennent mieux lorsqu’ils peuvent établir des liens
entre la matière et leur propre vécu et les expériences émotives positives
sont des outils d’apprentissage puissants.     
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there are also applications of neuroscience that could make
the whole schooling endeavour more brain-compatible.
Along with explaining why some things work for us, brain
research should cause us to challenge some elements of
school policy and practice. It raises questions about every-
thing from curriculum design and delivery to assessment
practices to what’s being served in the breakfast program
or the school cafeteria. It can inform better practice and
decisions around school organization such as opening and
closing times or the rules and regulations we put in place.
It even has implications for decisions about home school-
ing vs. public schooling. The more we know, the more we
know how much we do not know! 

As is often cited and attributed to various sources, “If
the brain were so simple we could understand it, we’d be
so simple we couldn’t!” I
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Brain (Alexandria, VA: Association for Curriculum Development and
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2 Richard Restak, Mozart’s Brain and the Fighter Pilot (New York: Three

Rivers Press, 2001), 28.

WHILE WE KNOW THAT STUDENTS RESPOND TO 

NOVELTY, WE ALSO KNOW THAT THE BRAIN IS A PATTERN SEEKER. THIS

MAY EXPLAIN WHY VERY YOUNG CHILDREN FIND ROUTINES COMFORTING

AND ARE OFTEN RESISTANT TO CHANGES IN SCHEDULING OR DAILY PLANS. 




